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CHEF 
KONSTANTINOS SIMOS

The culinary experience on 
board Chakra is the work of Chef 
Konstantinos Simos. A chef on 
superyachts since 2008, he describes 
himself as having an “endless thirst 

to travel… constantly enriching my horizons and my 
palette.” Due to Chef Konstantinos’ passion for travelling, 
his food creations are a combination of many different 
cuisines that give the perfect result. 

Konstantinos follows in the footsteps of those who have 
inspired him – Dominique Crenn, Alain Ducasse, Hiroki 
Takemura – namely chefs who have a reputation of 
respecting ingredients and using only the best products 
possible. Chef Konstantinos is no different. He says 
his inspiration is the raw ingredient and the changing 
landscape – whatever particular delicacy is native to a 
destination, he strives to make it shine.

He is highly trained in catering to all dietary requirements 
and as a father himself, loves to cook for children. When 
asked about his most memorable moments on board, 
we feel like we are right there with him. “Preparing 
breakfast while travelling at sunrise, cooking fish that the 
guests caught themselves with joy, and every smile and 
applause that our customers reward us with.”

chakra

GUESTS  24   /   CABINS  19   /   CREW  34   /   RATES FROM  €400,000 PW   /   SUMMER  E & W MEDITERRANEAN   /   WINTER  INDIAN OCEAN, RED SEA

Devonport Yachts 1998 (2017)   LOA 86m/282’2”   Beam 12.5m/41’   Draft  5.25m/17’3”

CAPTAIN 
CHRISTOS NTAOUTIS

Captain Christos Ntaoutis 
joined Chakra in 2019 after  
a long career on cruise ships. 
The transition was a natural 
one for him, for he feels that  

it is on large yachts like Chakra where he is able 
 to provide the most exclusive experiences for  
his guests.

He describes the yacht as classic yet modern 
and is very proud of her history. Chakra is fully 
equipped to cruise the world, but what are the 
captain’s favourite spots? The Mediterranean, he 
says, for the its beaches and culture.

special features
• Perfect for large groups
• Ideal for events up to 200 guests
• Lounge bar with piano   •  Fully equipped gym
• Beauty salon   •  Massage room
• Excellent alfresco dining areas
• Ample sunbathing areas
• Deluxe jacuzzi   •  Plenty of water toys
• Generous deck areas   •  Wide range of amenities

ch
akra

With 34 experienced crew members on board, there is  
no desire that goes unnoticed and no detail too small. 

Well trained in watersports, spa therapies and sport 
training, there is something for everyone on board Chakra. 

In addition, the conversion from commercial to pleasure 
yacht created a wealth of unusual spaces to be exploited. 
For example, the main aft deck, once used as a tender 
garage, is now an outdoor dining space for up to  
24 guests. 

These are the perks of a slightly untraditional yacht, and 
it is precisely these quirky details that give Chakra her 
charm and ultimately make her so popular on the  
charter market.

Her six decks are extremely spacious, and guests can 
most often be found lounging at the beach club or in  
the large jacuzzi. There are numerous water toys on hand 
including ever popular jet skis, jet surfs, and jet packs.

With a cruising speed of around 13 knots, Chakra is ready 
to take you wherever you want to go. When you find your 
destination, stabilisers ensure pure comfort and minimal 
roll, even in the roughest anchorages.

the experience the cuisine

specifications 

Cruising Speed 12.8 knots (max 14 knots)
Range 3,884 nm
Engines MAN B&W Alpha, 12V28/32A,  
 2940 kW (3996bhp)
Naval Architect Van der Werf
Exterior Designer  Devonport Yachts
Interior Designer Devonport Yachts

Measuring 86 metres in length with an impressive 
13 metre wooden bowsprit, Chakra is certainly one 
of the most original and head-turning yachts of the 
SSH Maritime charter fleet. Built in 1998 by Devonport 
Yachts, she started her first life as a commercial vessel 
named Salem Her. She was masterfully converted to 
a superyacht by Devonport Yachts, emerging from a 

massive refit by SSH in 2017 that resulted in one of the 
most stunning charter yachts on the market today.

Elements of her history and charm have been skillfully 
maintained while modernising both the interior and 
exterior for ease and practicality. Up to 24 guests can  
be accommodated in her luxurious and comfortable  
19 cabins.

the yacht

“Her generous deck areas allowed us to relax and enjoy the beautiful scenery.  
The food was delicious! The staff were excellent! Thank you all!”


